Aramón

(Spain)

Aramón is Spain’s largest ski group with a total of five resorts in the central Pyrenees and southern Aragon. The region consits of three provinces: Huesca, Zaragoza and Teruel. More than a million visitors chose Aramón last season, skiing in
one of its resorts: Formigal, Cerler, Panticosa, Javalambre or Valdelinares. In the
province of Huesca, directly in the Pyrenees, Formigal, Panticosa and Cerler are
located. Javalambre and Valdelinares, in the province of Teruel, are in the Sierra
de Javalambre and Gúdar. Aramón has been a SKIDATA customer since 2000.
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Aramón is the only group that manages the largest snow ski area
of Spain, formed by Aragón Government and the Ibercaja Bank. At
the beginning, all resorts were run individually but have been unified
under the Aramón banner. Therefore, skiers can be sure to get the
same high standard of quality and service in all resorts.
Continuous modernization, expansion and improvement of transport
system, safe slopes and fresh snow while at the same time maintaining the delicate natural balance – this what Aramón stands for.
Skiers can either buy their ticket online via Webshop or at one of the
70 Point-of-Sales onsite. 76 Lifts, with a capacity of almost 100 000
winter sports enthusiasts per hour, bring the guests to 270km Winterwonderland with 231 ski runs of all levels. Snow is guaranteed due
to a sea level of 1 500-2 630m and 1 180 snow cannons. The slopes
above 2 500m assure skiing and snowboarding throughout the year.

Special Feature
• Spain’s largest ski resort with a total of 270 km of pistes
• One card to be used in all five ski resorts (Formigal, Cerler,
Panticosa, Valdelinares, Javalambre)
• SKIDATA keycards integrated with hotel door lockers
• Cashless Payment in all restaurants with the SKIDATA keycard
and 100 keydetectors
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